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Question 3

5
Strong

4
Good

3
Average

Development of
Argument/Analysis
The student develops a
strong analysis of how
Caesar’s accounts of these
two battles reveal his
judgments about the
soldiers’ actions and
consistently aligns it to Latin
evidence. Occasional errors
need not weaken the overall
impression of the essay.
The student develops a good
analysis of how Caesar’s
accounts of these two
battles reveal his judgments
about the soldiers’ actions,
providing main ideas and
some supporting details.
Although the analysis may
not be nuanced, it is based
on a sound understanding of
the Latin.

Use of
Latin
The student uses
copious examples
of accurate,
specific, and
relevant Latin,
properly cited,
drawn from
throughout both
passages.

Inferences &
Conclusions
The student
consistently uses
inferences and
draws conclusions
that accurately
reflect the Latin
and support the
analysis.

Contextual
Knowledge
The student is able
to use specific
contextual
references
consistently in
order to support the
analysis.

The student uses
examples of Latin
that are generally
accurate, specific,
and relevant,
properly cited;
while they are not
plentiful, they are
drawn from
throughout both
passages.

The student is able
to use some
specific contextual
references that
support the
analysis.

The student develops an
analysis of how Caesar’s
accounts of these two
battles reveal his judgments
about the soldiers’ actions
that reflects some
understanding of the
passage; it may be strong for
one passage but weak for
the other. The analysis may
not be well-developed,
relying on main ideas but
few supporting details, or it
may rely on summary more
than on analysis.

The student has
few accurate Latin
citations; they may
not be linked to the
analysis, or fail to
support it.

The student uses
some inferences
and draws some
conclusions that
accurately reflect
the Latin and
support the
analysis. The
student may rely
on what is stated,
or may make
inaccurate
inferences.
The student
displays only
limited
understanding of
implied
information.
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The student
misunderstands
contextual
references or fails to
connect them
effectively to the
analysis.
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Question 3 (continued)
The student recognizes
passage(s), but presents
only a weak analysis. It
may be confusing and
lack organization, or
may rely on summary. It
addresses only portions
of the passages, or
addresses one passage
well, but the other not
at all.
The student
understands the
question but offers no
meaningful analysis.
Although the student
may not recognize the
passages, the response
contains some correct,
relevant information.

The student
provides little Latin
support, taken out
of context or
misunderstood; or
may use no Latin.

The student
makes incorrect
assumptions or
makes inferences
and conclusions
based on the
passages only
rarely.

The student shows
no understanding or
a thorough
misunderstanding
of context;
references to
context, if any, are
irrelevant.

The student cites
no Latin, or only
individual Latin
words, and
exhibits either no
understanding of
the Latin in
context, or a
complete
misunderstanding.

The student does
not make
inferences and
conclusions based
on the passages.

Unacceptable

The student offers a
response that is totally
irrelevant, totally
incorrect, or restates
the question.

The student
demonstrates no
understanding of
Latin in context.

The student does
not make
inferences and
conclusions based
on the passages.

---

Blank page

Blank page

Blank page

The student shows
no understanding or
a thorough
misunderstanding
of context and
provides no
meaningful
discussion of
context or
contextual
references.
The student shows
no understanding or
a thorough
misunderstanding
of context and
provides no
meaningful
discussion of
context or
contextual
references.
Blank page

2
Weak

1
Poor

0

Blank page
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